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The game has been designed around your
actions. So you can find yourself in situations
that are not always easy to predict and they will
allow you to take action and go beyond what is
written in the game rules. Thank you for your
attention! A: Numbers 1-5: these are codes for
locations, as a result of taking your uncle's first
five errands he tells you to take. A1: coins &
jewels. From playing on Coin/Jewel machines in
arcade games. B1: raffle tickets. From the
BINGO game, which some arcade games have,
where you get random prizes if you get five on a
row. A2: nuts & bolts. From repairing engines,
using tools to tighten screws. B2: sneakers.
From running shoes, used to store shoes in
closets. A3: lock sets. From the combination lock
on a safe or something similar. B3: chips & dip.
From the salty snack of the same name. A4:
forks & knives. From eating utensils, the same
idea as above. B4: video games. From arcade
games, basically. If you were going to guess, I'd
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say this is the answer with the most points, but I
just realized the real answer is in one of the old
numbers, and this one isn't correct either. Also,
despite my answer, I don't think this is any more
obvious than the others. A5: TV sets. From the
TV! Guess you could say the score from this
question is zero? This one seems the most
blatantly obvious, but I actually misread the
question the first time around and completely
missed the answer. Whole Numbers: The first
twelve numbers are from the sequence of whole
numbers. From the first seven to the 7th power.
I didn't post this as an answer initially because I
was unsure if I was right or not. But after
reading through the comments, I can confirm
that this is the correct answer. A: The order of
the numbers is: The first five floors of the M.C.
Escher “Abandoned Building”, which can be
found on an old DOS website. The building
consists of six floor; there are five numbered
doors along
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13+ kinds of locations in Wasteland zones

More than 20 weird mutants

Similar to other Zangief games(i.e. Pandy Boy)

More than 10 bosses, more than 20 power-ups

Unlock more stages as you beat tougher bosses

Boss and Power-up system have different rules 

Pizza Apocalypse is developed by Qwee Ltd 
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About this apk:

Better Pizza Apocalypse

Permissions:

WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE

Needed to download game data

Requirements:

Internet access

How to play this game:
Tap on the screen to throw a pizza. Use power-ups to gain extra points. Your first
pizza is free but your second will cost you some money. Stop throwing right
before it's too late to earn money.
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